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ABSTRACT 
Nigeria is currently in a situation where the pressure from increasing cargo traffic rises. As Nigerian freight volume increases, the 
pressure on the existing road infrastructure is worsening. To this end, this study evaluates delay factors in flow of imports and 
exports from Lagos seaport to Kano Inland Container Deport. This study explores relevant primary and secondary data using 
qualitative and quantitative analytic techniques. The Lagos-Kano Corridor is the main route for moving imported goods to northern 
Nigeria and exports to Lagos ports. It is therefore a vital conduit for port-hinterland interactions in Nigeria. Average annual daily 
traffic on the corridor ranges from 17,000 vehicles between Lagos and Ibadan and 5,000 vehicles between Abuja and Kano. Heavy 
Duty Vehicles (HDVs) account for 10-14 percent of traffic along the corridor. The study establishes that the imports are destined for 
either a short or long haul to the hinterland. The road congestion plagues the transit from the ports to the Lagos metropolitan area, 
resulting in slow speeds (four hours to travel 12 km) and generating a high transport cost of US$22.14 per TEU/km, compared to a 
norm of US$0.05–0.15 per TEU/km. The weak link in the long haul transport is the Ibadan–Kaduna segment, where speeds slow to 
22 km per hour, raising costs to US$2.70 per TEU/km and reducing reliability. The road segments between Kaduna–Kano achieved a 
good rating compared with the international standards. The study shows the high container demurrage charges of about US$820 
upland traffic and US$490 for locals. For effective cargo flow, there should be provision for modern port operations equipment, 
adequate maintenance of existing port facilities, capital improvements, and institutional and regulatory reform for ports, roads, and 
railways systems. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Economic development of any nation is rarely possible 
without effective and efficient transportation system 
(Lingaitiene, 2006). Transport system plays a critical role, as 
people and freight have to be moved from a point of origin 
(supply) to a point of destination (demand) at possible 
minimal costs. In Nigeria, some studies have been conducted 
on transportation needs in port-hinterland connections by 
focusing on consolidation. Being an interface between land 
and maritime transport, port has become commercially 
recognised for its needs in operational efficiency within the 
port area and as well along the distribution channels. 
According to De-Langen (2008), the costs of moving 
cargo/km from port to hinterland are much higher than 
maritime transport and port costs combined in most door-to-
door transport chains and this has necessitated the increasing 
attention given to the land-leg of logistics chain. Notteboom 
(2008) asserts that shipping companies are increasingly 
recognising the potential effects of inland transport to their 
customers in the overall door-to-door performance of the 
supply chain. Considering the growing demands of ports and 
product supply chains, the importance of inland transport in 
connecting the hinterland areas has been continuously 
increased. This is supported by Wiegmans et al. (2008) by 
arguing that the availability and performance of inland 
transport system is a key determinant in deciding port of calls 
by deep-sea container shipping lines.  
Nigeria is one of the maritime nations strategically located 
with enormous coastal resources and a high population density 
(Hammed et. al., 2017). This has resulted in an ever- 
increasing vessel traffic to meet the economic demands of the 
country. After its inception in 1955, the marine department of 
the Nigerian Railway corporation was transformed into the 

Nigerian Ports Authority ACT of 1954 (Cap 155), performing 
the functions of regulating the ports, piers and jetties, and 
making provision of pilotage services. There has been steady 
record of increasing growth of the ports’ related activities 
given the vast maritime endowment coupled with huge 
demand for adequate inland transportation system. 
In the context of Nigerian imports, freight transportation cost 
has been a source of concern as well as an important factor in 
determining the port calls, which is equally a function of 
available transportation facilities. However, this is not peculiar 
to only supply chains in Nigeria. Such views have been 
reinforced by scholars’ studies for both economically 
developed and developing nations. For this reason, there is a 
broad conformity that the effectiveness of port-hinterland 
connections is vital for maritime development.  
Nigeria as a maritime nation is in a situation where the 
pressure from increasing imported cargo traffic rises. Roads 
networks on crucial stretches are usually congested, while the 
rail system is struggling to increase freight transport capacity. 
The existing land-based infrastructure mainly road transport 
cannot effectively cope with the growing traffic volume. As 
the Nigerian current freight traffic is expected to be as much 
as 50% by the year 2025, the situation will be worsening 
without appropriate action. In this respect, this paper evaluates 
the delay factors in cargo flow along the transportation 
corridor between Lagos ports and Kano Inland Container 
Depot (ICD). 

1.1 Statement of Research Problem 
Generally, cost and time are well interrelated as far as port 
business is apprehensive. By tradition, vessel’s turnaround 
time determines the port efficiency, which is a function of 
waiting and service time. In most Nigerian ports, inefficiency 
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reflects in terms of high service time cum high turnaround 
time as against the old inadequate berths. Incessant port 
congestion at Nigerian ports particularly the Lagos ports 
necessitates the creation of multiple customs-bonded terminals 
known as Inland Container Depots (ICDs) by the government. 
Two of the ICDs are located in Ibadan and Kano along the 
Lagos-Kano corridor. However, the usage of ICDs usually had 
implications on the cost and delay in cargo delivery. 
Lagos-Kano road corridor, which links Lagos ports and Kano 
terminal, is in deplorable conditions. Most sections of the 
corridor are characterised by being in poor states with 
potholes, broken down vehicles, and disorganised heavy 
traffic. At the port entrance, parked trucks awaiting for 
business opportunities from the port frequently block access 
arteries. This equally includes local traffic waiting to transfer 
containerised cargo to ICDs. 
Lagos-Ibadan (115 km) section of the corridor is a dual 
carriageway relatively in fair condition, but the road section 
between Ibadan and Kaduna (630 km) is a single surfacing 
carriageway, extremely poor with no emergency lane. The 
section between Kaduna and Kano is as well a single 
carriageway equipped with an emergency lane. Nigeria’s rail 
system, which is supposed to play an alternative role in port-
hinterland connections, has not only fallen into disrepair but 
also no longer price competitively with road transport. Poor 
state of rail facilities has resulted in drastic decline of annual 
cargo transshipments from 3 million ton recorded in 1960s on 
Lagos-Kano corridor to 50,000 tons in 2010s (USAID, 2015) 
Moreover, smooth flow of freight shipments is hindered by 
significant levels of physical and non-tariff barriers such 
include multiple roadblocks and checkpoints at different 
sections. It is believed that trans-border crime and movement 
of small arms are made easier due to apparent deplorable state 
and inadequate surveillance for monitoring along the road 
corridors. Lagos-Kano road corridor is marred with numerous 
issues hindering the smooth flow of cargoes and thus falling 
below international standard due to multiple checkpoints, long 
and costly custom procedures. In order to reduce the burden 
on Lagos-Kano corridor, the Nigerian government has made 
significant investments in the rail system and even plans to 
link all the ICDs with effective rail system. However, this is 
yet to materialise as the challenges persist. Thus, this paper 
intends to address the following questions: 

i. What are the causes of delay in containerised cargo 
flow between Lagos seaport and Kano Inland 
Container Depot (ICD)? 

ii. What are the physical and non-tariff barriers 
hindering effective cargo flow along Lagos-Kano 
road corridor? 

iii. What is the cost of moving containerised cargo along 
Lagos-Kano Inland Container Depot (ICD) corridor? 

1.2 Study Area 
Nigeria is the most populous country in Africa, with a 
population estimated at 170 million. Although economic 
activity is concentrated in the south of Nigeria, around and 
near the ports, significant population and economic activities 
are also located in the central and northern areas of about 300 
km to 1,100 km to the country’s major seaports. Lagosports 

(Apapa and Tin Can Island) alone handleover70%of the 
national cargo traffic (Hammed et. al., 2017).  
The focus corridor, Lagos-Kano road corridor runs from 
Lagos in the South to Kano in the North (Figure 1). The 
corridor has strategic importance for international, domestic, 
and regional trade. It is a vital conduit for agricultural goods 
connecting the country’s largest agricultural market in the 
north (Kano) with the largest consumer market in the south 
(Lagos). The corridor is also the primary transport route to 
move imports to the northern Nigeria and exports to the Lagos 
ports. 
In the north, Kano serves as a link between Nigeria and the 
West African regional market. While official data reports that, 
80% of cargo passing through Apapa Port is destined for the 
Lagos Area, and only around 1% is destined for Kano, while 
the figure is well believed to be much higher, because the 
majority of cargo that is shipped to Kano is transshipped at 
warehouses in Lagos, or changes hands in Lagos markets 
before moving to the north. Export cargoes along the corridor 
are more evenly split, with around 20% of exports originating 
in Lagos, 7% in Kano, 7% in Ogun, 7% in Oyo, and 1% in 
Kaduna (USAID, 2015). However, the record is likely to 
underestimate cargo volumes on the Corridor. 
Most products traveling north along the Lagos-Kano corridor 
are imported consumer staples (rice, sugar, fish, and packaged 
foods), fuel and intermediate goods (construction materials 
and equipment). Shipments traveling south along the corridor 
consist of unprocessed or semi-processed agricultural 
commodities that are processed in the south for human 
consumption or as animal feed. These products include maize, 
sorghum, millet, groundnuts, and tomatoes. Key agricultural 
exports, mostly unprocessed forms are also transported along 
the corridor. 

 
Figure 1: Lagos-Kano Road Corridor 
Source: USAID, 2013 

 
1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Economic development of any country is barely possible 
without an effective and efficient transport system 
(Lingaitiene, 2006).This is because people, goods and 
services ought to be transported from point of origin to point 
of destination at minimal possible costs and time. Although, a 
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few studies have considered port-hinterland connections in 
Nigeria, most of these studies have largely focused on 
consolidation rather than distribution pattern especially at the 
regional level. Conceivably, scholars such as Oni (2000), 
Ubogu (2010) and Somuyiwa etal., (2008) provide a good 
starting point for in-depth analyses of port-hinterland 
connections in the country. The consensus is that maritime 
goods destined for the hinterland should be transported in a 
manner that allow such mode of transport to perform the 
function in which it has a comparative advantage. Previous 
studies elsewhere (Rangaraj, 
2004;Khalid,2006;Islam,etal.,2006) have indicated that 
transporting freight in a multimodal system, no doubt, has the 
greatest advantage in interregional flow of goods and that 
efficient flow of internationally traded goods require an 
effective multimodal transport with government assistance.  
In Europe for instance, intermodal freight transport has been 
considered as the most prospective, competitive and 
environmentally friendlier alternative to unimodal road freight 
transport in medium to long distance corridors (Janic, 2008). 
Recently, rail/road intermodal transport system is gradually 
emerging as the most innovative area of freight transport 
study. The major reason for this trend is the desire to minimize 
delay and associated cost in freight transport. It is therefore 
not surprising to observe that in such countries, the major 
object of contemporary policy measures aimed at 
redistributing freight volume is in favour of rail/road 
intermodal system from departure zones to destination points 
rather than the sole reliance on road corridors 
(Tsamboulas,etal.,2007). 
In Nigeria, however, very little attention if any appears to have 
been given to integrated intermodal transport system in port-
hinterland connections despite the changing phases of global 
freight transport trends (Ubogu, 2010). Given the perceived 
importance of port-hinterland relationship, goods oscillating 
between the portand its hinterland regions should be an 
integral part of transport planning (Badejo,1998). 
However,alookatthefreight transport system in Nigeria clearly 

falls short of this expectation as goods are hauled in a manner 
not consistent with efficient best practices. In this regard, this 
paper analyses the delays in unimodal-based approach as a 
veritable means of cargo distribution in completing the sealeg 
journey from the seaports to hinterland locations in Nigeria. 

3.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The basic sources of data for the study are the primary and 
historical sources. The primary sources of data were acquired 
through Key In-depth Interviews (KIIs) systematically with 
top executives of shipping companies, port and truck 
operators, freight forwarders, cargo agents and dock workers 
while the historical data were acquired through annual statistical 
records from the Nigerian Port Authority (NPA), Nigerian 
Shippers Council (NSC) and Nigerian Custom Service (NCS) as 
well as from the existing journals, publications and textbooks 
(Figure 2). 
In general terms, attention given in this study is to the newer 
and relatively broader materials on delay factors in port-
hinterland connections. Specifically, however, Nigerian port-
hinterland connections are the focus. This necessitates a search 
for recent relevant books and academic journals for 
information on the literature.  
This study focused on the basic port performance indicators to 
analyse the delay factors in the processes of cargo movement 
from the Lagos ports and their connected ICDs along Lagos-
Kano road corridor. The basic indicators were mainly output 
and service related. For this study, the data analysis was made 
with the aid of statistical software packages (SPSS and 
Microsoft Excel) using simple percentages, ranking, percentile 
and the related mean (average) values, particularly with 
respect to delay and its related factors, freight forwarding 
charges and average time to move cargo at two main segments 
(Ports and transport routes). The analysis was presented in 
forms of tables, maps, charts and graphs as necessary. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  Schematic Presentation of Research Procedure 
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3.0 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
At Lagos seaports, the problem of inefficiency shifted away 
from that of shortage of berths relative to ship traffic volume. 
The ship owners operating at Lagos ports have put in use 
bigger vessels (Very Large Container Carriers (VLCC)) and 
Ultra Large Container Carriers (ULCC)which are in voke to 
reap the benefits of economic of scale. As revealed from the 
study, some of delay determinants at the Lagos ports and 
along the port-Kano ICD corridor in cargo delivery are shown 

in Table 1.  As shown in the Table, the major delays causal 
factors, which account over 70.0% were attributed to bad road 
and transportation infrastructure, boarder clearance 
bottlenecks, and short transport segment, particularly from the 
ports to existing warehouses within Lagos metropolis. Other 
factors include transport and logistics inefficiencies, enormous 
road checkpoints and traffic congestion in major cities like 
Lagos metropolis and Ibadan city centre

. 

 
Table 1: Delay Causal Factors in Cargo Delivery on Lagos-Kano ICD Corridor 

MD 
ID 

Measured Variables (MVs) Value (%) Rank Percentile 

108 Bad road and transport infrastructure 17.0 1 100.00% 
104 Boarder clearance and administrative 

bottlenecks  
15.0 2 77.70% 

109 Short transport segment between ports and 
warehouses 

15.0 2 77.70% 

106 Transport and logistics inefficiencies 10.0 4 55.50% 

110 Enormous road checkpoints 10.0 4 55.50% 

107 Traffic congestion in the major cities  9.0 6 44.40% 
102 Lack of modern cargo handling equipment 8.0 7 33.30% 

103 Scarcity of skilled manpower 7.0 8 22.20% 
101 Inadequacies of berths 5.0 9 0.00% 

105 Lack of storage facilities 5.0 9 0.00% 

Source: Author, 2017 

Lagos port-Kano transport corridor consists of the Apapa Port 
Complex and the Kano Inland Container Depots (ICD) for 
temporary storage of containers, the road connecting Lagos 
with communities to the north, and the rail network from 
Lagos via Kaduna to Kano. The port complex is administered 
by the Nigeria Ports Authority (NPA). The national council on 
privatization is responsible for sector reform and privatization 
of government enterprises, and through its implementing 
agency, the Bureau of Public Enterprises (BPE), implemented 
port restructuring and concessions for terminal management 
and operations. The concession program subdivided Apapa 
port into four terminals each and concessioned all marine 
terminals in both ports in 2006 while Tin Can Island complex 
resulted from the merger of Roll-on, Roll-off services and had 
four terminals under the concession reform. 
Delay induced factors is an important obstacle in cargo traffic 
movement  between the Nigerian most active seaports (Apapa 
and Tin Can Island ports) and Kano ICDs, particularly along 
the road corridor which perhaps is the main current mode of 

freight transportation. To export a 20-foot container on the 
corridor, it currently costs $1,920 and takes approximately 9.8 
days. To import a 20-foot container it costs $2,548 and takes 
12 days. By way of comparison, it takes four times as long to 
import goods over the Lagos-Kano road corridor as over the 
comparably long Chicago-Newark Corridor, and export time 
is still two-and-a-half to three times as long in Nigeria as in 
Ghana/Burkina Faso corridor. Approximately 65% of the time 
required to import and 59% of the time required to export is 
attributable to delays. For imports, 5.6 out of 14.7 days are 
attributable to delays in the port. The delays place a 
considerable burden on the port users.  As shown in Figure 3, 
import delays at ports have been estimated to be 38.0% of the 
total time required. A staggering 15 out of 19.5 days were 
attributable to delays in the port, mostly due to border 
clearance procedures, and in the short transport segment from 
the port to Lagos warehouses, where goods are typically 
transferred to trucks destined for all points north

. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of Transport Costs 
Source: USAID, 2015 

Nigerian Customs Service (NCS) has made progress in 
improving risk management by introducing post-clearance 
audit procedures for some traders, in form of Pre-Arrival 
Assessment Report (PAAR) system, which provides for pre-
arrival declaration of cargo and scanning/inspection as well as 
through enabling a Fast Track clearance procedure in 

collaboration with the Manufacturers Association of Nigeria, 
which has helped reduce clearance times at Lagos ports by 
40%, and this represents a significant time and cost reduction 
in demurrage and storage. The most significant contributors to 
import costs (Table 1) are the cost of transport from Lagos to 
Kano ($1,148), yard handling and storage costs ($532), and 
the transport from the port to warehouses within Lagos city 
limits ($434).  
However, for the purpose of identifying potential intervention 
points, it is more instructive to examine “extra costs,” or those 
costs within the observed cost that are attributed to 
inefficiencies in the logistics processes. On the import side, 
extra costs related to yard handling fees (which include 
demurrage and storage) represent an extraordinary 77% of the 
total cost, driven by longer-than-ideal border clearance times, 
yard handling procedures, and informal payments to customs 
and other government agencies. Extra costs related to transport 
from the port to Lagos warehouses represent 94% of the total 
cost, driven mostly by congestion and poor road conditions. 
Road transport between Lagos and Kano is relatively 
comparable to international benchmarks, at $0.06 per ton-
kilometer (t/km). 

Table 2: Import, Apapa and Tin Can Island, 20-ft container 

Observed time and cost of 
delay 

Time 
(Hrs) 

Delay 
(Hrs) 

Cost 
($/TEU) 

Informal 
cost (%) 

Extra 
cost (%) 

Port Segment 
Anchorage and Berthing 21 13 148 - 9.0 
Unloading at berth 20 0 

Anchorage and Berthing total 41 13 148 - 9.0 
Yard handling and storage 82 58 532 19.0 77.0 
Border clearance 63 39 93 89.0 89.0 
Forwarding 228 - 26.0 

Shipping line release and 
Delivery 

48 24 79 - 65.0 

Port yard operations total 193 121 932 20.0 65.0 
Transport Segment  
Transport Ports to Lagos 
Area 

24 22 434 3.0 94.0 

Unloading/Loading Lagos 6 - 122 - 100.0 
Transport Lagos Area to 
Kano 

84 72 1148 2.0 7.0 

Transport Total 114 94 1704 1.0 36.0 
Total Corridor 348 228 2784 8.0 44.0 

Source: USAID, 2015 
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Export costs are lower than import costs, but distributed similarly (Table 2). The largest components are 
transport from Kano to Lagos ($643), transport from Lagos to port ($467), and freight forwarding fees ($441). 
In total, 43.0% of the cost to export is attributed to inefficiencies and informal payments. The major driver of 
extra costs on the export side is also transport between Lagos warehouses and the ports, due to congestion, and 
freight forwarding and yard handling costs. Informal costs (non-receipted) to import via Apapa and Tin Can 
Island record $237 per TEU. Average informal costs experienced for exports record $118 per TEU. Informal 
costs represent 5% of total cost to export as well. 

Table 3: Export, Apapa and Tin Can Island, 20-ft container  

Observed time and cost 
of delay 

Time 
(Hrs) 

Delay 
(Hrs) 

Cost 
($/TEU) 

Informal 
cost (%) 

Extra 
cost (%) 

Transport Segment  
Transport Kano to Lagos  84 72 643 3.0 19.0 
Transloading Lagos 72 0 255 0.0 0.0 
Transport Lagos to Ports 48 46 467 3.0 94.0 
Transport Total 204 118 1365 2.0 41.0 
Port Segment 
Border clearance 48 42 222 31.0 45.0 
Forwarding 441 - 62.0 
Yard handling 124 - 62.0 
Port yard operations total 48 42 787 9.0 57.0 
Loading at berth 20 0 0 - 0.0 
Channel operations 6 6 4 - 0.0 

Anchorage and Berthing 
total 

26 6 4 - 0.0 

Total Corridor 278 166 2156 5.0 47.0 

Source: USAID, 2015 

Major parts of the road are paved and the surface condition is predominantly poor, especially between Lagos-

Kano bound traffic. The surface condition of both links from Kano to Niger improves significantly and can be 

considered to be in good condition, with some segments in fair condition

. The terrain is generally flat, with some hilly portions that do not create substantial delays for vehicles. The 
distance between Lagos and Kano is approximately 980 km. Average annual daily traffic on the corridor 
ranges from 17,000 vehicles between Lagos and Ibadan in the south to 5,000 vehicles between Abuja and 
Kano in the north (in both directions). Heavy vehicles account for 10 percent to 14 percent of traffic. The 
corridor can be sub-divided into: 

 Lagos Ports to Lagos Metropolitan Area 
 Lagos Metropolitan Area and Ibadan  
 Ibadan and Kaduna 

Kaduna and Kano  

Table 4: Lagos-Kano Corridor Characteristics 

Link Length (km) Terrain Surface 
Conditions 

Congestion 

Lagos Metropolitan 
Area 

25 Flat Poor Heavy 

Lagos–Ibadan 115 Flat-Hilly Fair Heavy 

Ibadan–Kaduna 630 Flat-Hilly Very Poor Heavy 

Kaduna–Kano 210 Flat-Hilly Fair Light 

Source: USAID, 2018 
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 Source: USAID, 2018 

The road network in the Lagos Metropolitan 
Area is characterized by poor conditions and 
heavy and disorganized traffic, with the arteries 
to the ports constantly blocked. Cargo traffic 
volume in the metropolitan area can be divided 
in two categories: trucks that deliver the cargo to 
a destination within the city limits, and trucks 
that cross the city for hinterland destinations. In 
the first group, some trucks are responsible for 
the transfer of containers between the port and 
ICDs. An average travel distance in the 
metropolitan area is 25km/hour.  
The distance between Lagos and Ibadan is 115 
km on a dual carriageway in fair condition, with 
two lanes and a very narrow emergency lane in 
each direction. Trucks park inappropriately on 
both sides of the route near small urban areas, 
causing congestion and sometimes leaving only 
one lane operational in each direction. Drainage 
along the corridor seems inadequate, and when it 
rains heavily, the sections of the road get 
flooded. Currently, major rehabilitation and 
expansion works with median concrete barriers 
have been completed in some sections while still 
ongoing in other sections. 
Conditions of the road deteriorate severely on the 
630 km between Ibadan and Kaduna expressway. 

This corridor is a single carriageway, and most of 
its surfacing is in very poor condition. In Ibadan 
urban area and all urban areas along the corridor, 
the road is heavily congested, disabled vehicles 
constantly block the road, and informal commercial 
activities abound on the roadside. Traffic volume 
remains light until the town of Ilorin (120 km from 
Ibadan).  
After Ilorin, surface quality worsens and many 
parts are gravel in poor condition. Pavement, albeit 
in very poor condition, is found again after the 
junction that diverts traffic to Abuja or to Kaduna, 
290 km after Ibadan. The gravel and paved 
segments are heavily congested, and the entire 
route from Ibadan to Kaduna is vulnerable to 
flooding from heavy rain and inadequate sewerage 
overpasses that permit passage of only one vehicle 
at a time and easily covered by rising storm waters. 
Kaduna-Kano corridor is approximately 210 km. 
The corridor offers a dual carriageway, mostly in 
good condition with an adequate emergency lane. 
A bypass 58 km from Kaduna allows drivers to 
avoid entering the urban area of Zaria. The bypass 
had no major delay or congestion. Road and traffic 
conditions in and around Kano are poor. The roads 
are heavily congested and the main routes are 
visibly deteriorated. 

 
Figure 4: Corridor checkpoint comparison, 2013 vs. 2015 
Source: USAID, 2015 

Lagos-Kano rail transport made up of a network of about 1,130 km with stations at Apapa port, Lagos, 
Abeokuta, Ibadan, Osogbo, Ilorin, Jebba, Mokwa, Minna, Kaduna, Zaria and Kano Depot. Rail transport 
operations along Lagos-Kano corridor are negligible. An average land-based cargo traffic volume along Lagos-
Kano corridor is 4.1 million tons with rail system account for less than 1 percent. A lack of rail access to the 
Lagos ports and to the hinterland can be the main contributor to congestion and delay in cargo delivery between 
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the ports and hinterlands (Figures 5 & 6). 

 
Figure 5: Average Cargo Traffic by Rail Transport System 
Source: NRC, 2019 

There are six ICDs in the country located in Ibadan, Kano, Isiala-Ngwa, Jos, Maiduguri and Funtua. Two of 
these are located on the study corridor (Ibadan and Kano). ICD in Ibadan is progressing but only Kano ICD is 
currently functional. Additionally, a warehouse in Kaduna has been gazetted as a dry port. APMT is expanding 
its rail operations to Kano, with possible increase in the use of the Kano ICD. If the improvements to the rail 
line come to fruition, containers could avoid Lagos congestion and travel under Nigerian Customs Service 
control, in bonded conditions, by rail to the ICDs. Clearance and release would be auctioned at the ICDs. 
About 35 percent of the cargo arriving at Apapa port terminal is transferred to the Lily pond container terminal. 
The transfer cost is about US$364 per TEU, which must be covered by the cargo owner. The possibility of 
transfer to an ICD creates uncertainty about the final cost of importing (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6: Rail Connections and ICDs Location 
Source: NSC, 2015  

Nigeria’s port performance was generally poor, 
presenting many opportunities for improvement. 
For example, this study evaluates delay factors in 
flow of imports and exports from Lagos seaport to 
Kano Inland Container Deports, with a view to 
assessing the inherent constraints facing shippers 
and haulage operators. Thus, the study examined 
containerized import shipments from Lagos ports 
revealed the operations at the yard (storage delay 
time at the ports), border clearance, and waiting 
time in the channel were very long compared to the 

international norm and the performance in other 
selected African road corridors. Total dwell time, 
which includes time for border clearance 
processing, averaged 20 days at Apapa compared 
to three days in Maputo and Durban and 17 days in 
Tema. The transfer costs to ICDs are high, at 
US$364 per 20-ft container (TEU), a high price to 
pay for a temporary solution to reduce congestion. 
Imports are destined either for a short or long haul 
to the hinterland locations. Road congestion 
plagues the transit from the ports to the Lagos 
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metropolis, resulting in slow speeds (four hours to 
travel 12 km) and generating a high transport cost 
of US$22.14 per TEU/km, compared to a norm of 
US$0.05-0.15 per TEU/km. The weak link in the 
long haul transport is the Ibadan-Kaduna corridor, 
where speeds slow to 22km per hour, raising costs 
to US$2.70 per TEU/km and reducing reliability. 
Kaduna-Kano corridor achieved a good rating 
compared with international standards. 
Two transport issues as regards high container 
demurrage charges, about US$820 for a container 
going to Kano and US$490 for Lagos bound traffic 
and multiple checkpoints by different government 
agencies at different levels of government, some of 
which are unauthorized. The general public cannot 
distinguish genuine from fictitious fines and 
generally pays whatever the cost is. The long dwell 
times in the ports coupled with poor road 
performance brought the logistics score to less than 
50.0%.  
Earlier, the Nigeria’s rail system played an 
important role in developing the hinterland but it is 
no longer price competitive with road transport and 
it has fallen into disrepair. Lack of capacity 
(because of dilapidated infrastructure, insufficient 
number of locomotives and working capital) has 
resulted in a drastic decline in annual rail freight 
shipments over the years. Recently, Nigerian 
government made significant investments in the rail 
system with a plan to link all ICDs, but this is yet 
to yield a meaningful result.  

5.0 CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusion 
More efficient, less costly transport is essential for 
attracting investment and raising productivity and 
economic development in Nigeria. Investment in 
intermodal transport, however, should be 
thoroughly assessed before proceeding. 
Stakeholders were unanimous in their support for 
rail linkages, and the government should make 
significant investments in modern rail system. 
Easing constraints on the distribution will help to 
improve the availability of basic necessity of lives 
in Nigeria and the surrounding landlocked 
countries of West Africa. Improved efficiency and 
low transportation cost will take care of recent 
cargo diversion to neighboring ports  as well as 
illegal cargo imports which are regarded  as normal 
businesses. To relieve congestion necessitates the 
creation of ICDs, within some distances from the 
ports, while their uses add to cargo delay and cost. 

5.2 Recommendations 
Ideally, some measures are recommended to 
reduce the cost of delays and congestion at the 
Lagos ports as well as to reduce the delay along 
the existing transport network. Minimizing transit 
delay is vital for product quality perspectives. 

Thus, the following potential improvements are 
ideally recommended. 

i. A truck staging area and truck control 
system should be developed to reduce 
truck congestion, pollution and waiting 
time, as well as to increase average truck 
speed andthe efficiency of trucking 
operations in the port area.  

ii. Integrated multimodal transport systems 
should be promoted to provide faster and 
more reliable transshipments. 

iii. To increase port efficiency, total dwell 
time should be reduced through speeding 
and streamlining customsprocedures, 
educating shippers on appropriate 
procedures, and increasing yard charges 
for quicker unloading.  

iv. Mobile harbour cranes should be installed 
to speed up unloading and loading of 
general cargo at the terminals.  

v. Road transport services and related 
governance program should be improved 
upon to identify duplicationand legitimacy 
of checkpoints along the corridor. 
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